
Maybe there were times, in the Memorial Auditorium's 56-year run as 
this city's often raucous home to hockey and hoops and tunes, when 
it seemed as though the roof was on the verge of popping off.

Gilbert Perreault, the peerless Sabre, deked through whole teams in 
the Aud, after all, so the place knew of crowd-thrilling showstoppers. 
Elvis Presley poured sweat here, and Keith Moon assaulted a drum 
kit in the name of The Who, and Rick Jeanneret, the Sabres' punk-
rock play-by-play man, hit the microphone just as hard. What we've 
found out this spring, though, is that it took far more than a throaty 
throng or a masterful performance to decapitate the old barn on the 
Erie Canal.

The Aud, dark since the day in 1996 when the Sabres and lacrosse Bandits moved across the parking lot to a 
comparatively cavernous home currently known as the HSBC Arena, has been in the process of being razed, 
wall by wall, roof truss by roof truss, for most of the past few months. It wasn't a candidate for a quick-and-dusty 
explosive-assisted implosion, in part because it stands a couple of car lengths from an expressway, in part 
because it sits atop a spur of the old canal that turned Buffalo into a boom town in another century.

So the Western faÃ§ade, proudly plated in limestone from the Lockport quarry, was pulled down last week. 
Torch-bearing workmen suspended from cranes have turned most of the roof into scrap metal. The remaining 
south wall is expected to fall soon.

As a favourite haunt has disappeared in slow motion â€“ and you can watch a time-lapse reconstruction of the 
deconstruction at www.earthcam.com/client/erie/ â€“ loved ones have stopped by the scene once or twice or 
repeatedly, as if visiting a long-convalescing cousin in the hospital.

Wayne Gretzky is said to have paid his respects when last the Phoenix Coyotes were in town near the regular 
season's end; it was in the Aud in 1982 that he scored his 77th, 78th and 79th goals of the season to trounce 
Phil Esposito's single-campaign record of 76. Don Edwards, the Sabres' goalie that night, has taken a tour of 
the wreckage. And workers on the site will tell you Perreault's old French Connection linemate, RenÃ© Robert, 
spent a few moments on the arena floor telling vintage tales of dressing-room quirks. Tim Horton, the story 
went, always had a cold beer underneath his seat during intermissions, just as Perreault stood by his in-game 
cigarettes.

The old arena, before it was gone, was the kind of place that today's money-is-all sports execs would call a 
dump. But it was a perfectly gorgeous to a lot of eyes, especially those whose wallets weren't bottomless. The 
Aud's uppermost orange seats, set on a perilously steep incline for the finest in top-of-the-action sightlines, had 
to be one of the best low-budget tickets in all of pro sports. Those seats, which were added to the arena during 
a 1970 renovation that saw the roof raised some 24 feet, are expected to go to auction this summer.

What else was worth saving, if not the building, which was considered for retail repurposing before it was 
decided that a blank slate was better business, not to mention the long-held hope for a downtown revitalization. 
A time capsule, sealed inside a copper box and placed in a void in the cornerstone, was retrieved (a newspaper 
article of the day indicated the contents include a copy of the city budget, a freshly pressed Buffalo Evening 
News and coins fresh from the mayor's pocket), as were two 1,300-pound limestone eagles that once stood 
guard.
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"I guess it's progress," said Glenn Gwizdowski, a former season-ticket holder in the oranges who was standing 
watch as the teardown continued one recent afternoon. "I thought it was a nice arena."

So did George Gilbert, 83, a survivor of the Holocaust who found a home on the shore of Lake Erie in the 
1940s. Gilbert remembered weekly outings to watch the Buffalo Bisons, then the farm team of the New York 
Rangers, and the memory brought a smile to a weathered face. As he stood beside a tangle of sheet metal, he 
raised a finger to trace the outline of a building he once knew.

"Beautiful nights," he said, as torches washed the blue sky with sparks. "It's sad to see it go. This wouldn't 
happen in Europe, a perfectly good building torn down. But that's the times, I guess."


